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The equation X” = A has great historical importance in the development of
mathematics. The equations X2  = 2 and X2  = -1 were responsible for
irrational and imaginary numbers, respectively. However, the importance of
the equation in recent mathematical research has not diminished.
Divisible groups, those groups where X” = A always has a solution, have
recently received a good deal of attention; for example, see Kaplansky [4]
and Mycielski [5]. Citing the example X2  = [;” ‘? 1,2],  Mycielski points out
that the group of real matrices of order two and determinant one is not
divisible. But, interest in the equation X” = A has not been entirely
theoretical. In statistical applications, Olkin and Rubin [7]  have shown how
multivariate analogs of the Beta or F distribution lead to the random matrix
A”*VA”*,  where A”* is a solution of X2  = A. They show that the
distribution depends upon the particular A “* chosen among all solutions of
X2  = A, but give no indication of how to obtain all such solutions. Also,
integrals involving integrands related to the distribution of A”*VA”*  arise
from number theoretic considerations, as in Bellman [ 1 ] or Olkin [6].
In this paper, the complete solution of X” = A is sought, where A is a
given square matrix of arbitrary order and IZ is any integer greater than one.
The equation is considered in the ring of matrices over an algebraically
closed field.
A useful fact is that the equations X” = A and P = B are equivalent, if A
and B are similar (take B = P- ‘AP and Y = P-‘XP).  Therefore, as
convenience dictates, it may be assumed that either X or A is in Jordan
canonical form or some other sufficiently general form.
The notation J,,,(a) will indicate a simple Jordan matrix of order m with
characteristic value a. It is assumed that J,,,(a) is upper triangular. The
results do not depend upon this; it merely facilitates some of the proofs.
The first lemma will allow us to find  the Jordan canonical form of R, for
a given X.
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LEMMA 1. (i) Jm(tO)’ is similar to Jm(fi), for t, f 0.
(ii) J,(0)n = 0,, for m < n.
(iii) J,(O)” is similar to Diag(J,,(O),  Jk2(0),...,  Jk,(0)),  for m > n, where
k,=q+ 1 ,  if l<i,<r, a n d  k,=q, if r<i<n, w i t h  m=nq+r  a n d
O<r<n.
ProoJ:  (i) Expand J,(t,)” = (&I, +J,(O))”  by the binomial theorem
and note that Jm(to)” has minimal polynomial (t - to”)‘“.  Therefore, J,(t,)” is
similar to .I,($), for t, # 0.
(ii) Clear.
(iii) Note that J,(O)” ui = 0, if 1 < i < n, and J,(O)”  ui = ui -n,  if
II < i < m, where ui is the m-dimensional column vector with one in the ith
row and zeros elsewhere and 0 is the m-dimensional zero vector. Take
P= [P,P, . ..I’.,],  where Pi=  [u~u~+,,...u~+~~],  if 1 <i<r, and Pi=
lUiUitn .‘. uis  (9P,jn],  if r < i< n. Then, P-‘J,(O)”  P= Diag(J,,(O),...,J,“(O)),
where the ki  are of the above described form.
This immediately settles the question of solvability of the equation X” = A.
Knowledge of the Jordan canonical form similar to X gives the form similar
to X” and identifies those A and n for which the equation has solution.
THEOREM 1. Let P-‘AP  = J be in Jordan canonical form. Then, X = A
has solutions if and only if the singular simple Jordan matrices of J can be
placed in groups of n, with orders dtgering  by not more than one within
groups, although the singular simple Jordan matrices of order one need not
be grouped.
ProoJ: Suppose a solution to the equation X” = A exists. Let Q- ‘XQ =
Diag(J,,(t,),  Jm2(tt),...,  Jmr(tk))  be in Jordan canonical form. Then,
A =X” = Q Diag(Jml(t,)“,  J&t&”  ,..., Jmu(t$)  Q-‘. By Lemma 1, placing A
in Jordan canonical form yields non-singular simple Jordan matrices, for
those ti # 0; groups of n singular simple Jordan matrices, with orders
differing by not more than one within groups, for ti = 0 and m; > n; and zero
matrices, for tj = 0 and mi < n (the ungrouped singular simple Jordan
matrices of order one). Thus, J is as indicated.
Now, suppose J= Diag(J,,(t,)  ,,..,  Jmj(tj), B,, B, ,..., B,, Z), where ti # 0,
for 1 < i <j; Bi contains groups of n singular simple Jordan matrices, with
orders differing by not more than one, for 1 < i < k; and Z is a zero matrix.
By Lemma 1,  r = Jm,(ti) has solutions, for 1 < i < j, and v = Bi  has
solutions, for 1 < i < k.  Then, Y = Diag(Y,  ,...,  Yj, W ,,..., W,, Z) is a
solution of the equation P = J, and X = PYP-’  is a solution to the equation
X”=A.
When A is singular and X” = A has solutions, it may be possible to
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perform the grouping described in Theorem 1 in various ways. For example,
consider X2 = Diag(J,(O),  5*(O),  0,O).  Grouping 5*(O)  with J,(O) while
leaving the zeros ungrouped will give solutions similar to Diag(J,(O),  0,O).  If
the two zeros are instead grouped, then the solutions are similar to
Diag(J,(O),  J*(O)). The other possibility is to take two groups each consisting
of J,(O)  and 0. This grouping obtains solutions similar to Diag(J,(O),  J3(0)).
Notice also that X” = Diag(J,(O),  J*(O), 0,O)  has solutions for n = 2,3,4  but
for no other n greater than one. For n = 3, one zero must be ungrouped, and
for II = 4, all are grouped. In these instances, there is no opportunity to vary
the grouping.
Is the altering of the grouping of the singular simple Jordan matrices the
only way in which a multiplicity of solutions might arise? Two examples
serve to demonstrate that various groupings are not entirely responsible for
numerous solutions: (aJ,(O))’  = 0,) for all a, and [,” Lb]’ = I,, for all b, c
with b2  + c2  = 1. The following ancillary result generalizes these simple
examples.
LE M M A  2 . The following have infinitely many solutions:
(i) X” = Diag(J,(t,),  Jk(t,,)),  for t, # 0.
(ii) Xn=Om,for  1 <m<n.
(iii) X” = Diag(J,,(O),  J,JO) ,..., J,JO)), for k,,  k, ,.,,, k, d#ering  by
not more than one.
Proof: (The proof uses facts concerning commutivity which appear in
most texts on linear algebra, [2], for example.)
(i) Without loss of generality, assume m < k. By Lemma I and
previous considerations, it is sufficient  to consider X” = Diag(J,(r)“,  J&)“),
where r”  = s” = t,. Assume r # s, which is possible because x” = t,  has n
distinct solutions. Let P= [f’ L2], where Q;‘J,(r)”  Q, =J,(t,)  and
Q;  ‘JJs)” Q, = Jk(tO).  For any scalar w, define R, = [$’ 21,  where T,.  =
[wl,  0] (the zero in T,.  is omitted if m = k). Then,
(PR,,F-’  Diag(J,(r),  Jk(s))  PR;‘P-I)”
= PR ,+F-  ’ Diag(J,(r)“,  Jk(s)“) PR; ‘P- ’
= PR ~ Diag(J,(t,),  Jk(tO))  R;  ‘P-  ’
= P Diag(J,(t,),  J&J)  P- ‘, since R,.  commutes with
~k4L(to)~  WJh
= Diag(J,(r)“,  Jk(s)“).
Therefore, PR ,,F-  ’ Diag(J,(r),  Jk(s))  PR ,;  ‘P-  ’ is a solution of X” =
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Diag(J,(r)“,  J,&)“).  Now, PR,,P-’ Diag(J,(r),  J&))  PR;‘P-’  = PR,P ’
Diag(J,(r),  Jk(s))  PR;‘P-’ iff PR;‘R$-‘Diag(J,(r), Jk(s))  = Diag(J,,,(r),
J,(s))  PR,:‘R,,P-’  iff PR;‘R,,P’commutes  with Diag(J,(r),  Jk(s)).  But,
R,-‘R,.=  R w- I‘ and
PR,,R,p-, = I,
L
.
0
QJ,;-,.Qi'
1 1
If w# V,  then Q,T,,-,Q;’ #O and PR;‘R,,J-’  does not commute with
Diag(J,(r),  Jk(s)).  Hence, for each w,  PR,,,?-’  Diag(J,(r),  Jk(s)) PR;‘P-’  is
a distinct solution of X” = Diag(J,(r)“,J,(s)“).  Finally, since there are
infinitely many w, there are infinitely many solutions of X” = Diag(J,,,(t,),
J,&)).
(ii) For 1 < m ,< n and any scalar w, (wJ,(O))~  = 0, 1
(iii) By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to consider X” = J,(O)“, for m > n.
Let P be as in the proof of Lemma l-iii. Define S,,.  = Diag(wl,, , Ik),  for any
nonzero  scalar w, where k = m - k, . Then,
(PS,P  ‘J,(O) PS,‘P-  ‘)’
= PS,,P -‘J,(0)n  PS,;‘P-  ’
= PS,,. Diag(J,,(O),  Jk2(0)  ,..., Jk,(0))  S;‘P- ’
= P Diag(J,,(O),  J,&%..,  Jk,(0))  P-‘, since S, commutes with
= J,,(O)“.
Diag(J,,(O),...,  Jk,(0)),
Thus, PS,.P-‘J,(O)  PS,‘P-’ is a solution of X” = J,,‘(O)“. Now.
PS,P-‘J,(O) PS;‘P-’  = PS,.P-‘J,(O)  PS;‘P-’ iff PS,~‘S,,.P  -‘J,,,(O)  =
J,(O) PS,: ‘S,,P-’  iff PS[‘S,P-’  commutes with J,(O). But, S,.  IS,,.  = S,,
with U=  WV-‘. And, pre-multiplication by P followed by post-multiplication
b y  P--’ interchanges rows and the corresponding columns, keeping
PS;;‘S,,.P  ’ diagonal. If w # v, then PS; ‘S,.P-  ’ does not commute with
J,(O), since PS,‘S,,P’ is diagonal but not scalar. Hence, for each nonzero
scalar w, PS,,P-  ‘J,,,(O) PS; ‘P-  ’ is a distinct solution of X” = J,(O)“.
Therefore, there are infinitely many solutions of X” = Diag(J,,(O),...,  JL,,(0)).
What do the three parts of Lemma 2 have in common which might be
responsible for the infinite number of solutions? In each case, the charac-
teristic polynomial is not the minimal polynomial. Indeed, it is this condition
which gives an infinite number of solutions. A matrix for which the charac-
teristic polynomial is the minimal polynomial is said to be nonderogatory.
THEOREM 2. Suppose X” = A has solutions. If A is nonderogatory, then
there are exactly nk solutions, where k is the number of nonzero  charac-
teristic values of A. If A is not nonderogatory, then there are injmitely  man.’
solutions.
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Proof. Suppose A is nonderogatory. Then, t2  is not a factor of the
characteristic polynomial, for otherwise, if solutions existed, one of the forms
in Lemma 2 would appear in the Jordan canonical form of A and the
minimal polynomial would not be the characteristic polynomial. Therefore.
nk solutions of X” = A may be obtained as polynomials in A, one for each of
the n values of tf”‘,  for 1 < i < k, where the ti  are the nonzero  characteristic
values of A (see [ 3 1, for example). ’ By Lemma 1, X must be similar to one
of these polynomial solutions, say X= Q-‘f(A)Q,  where f(A) is one of the
polynomial solutions. T h e n ,  A=X”=(Q-‘f(A)Q)n=Q-‘f(A)“Q=
Q-‘AQ,  meaning that Q commutes with A. But, f(A) is a polynomial in A,
so Q also commutes with f(A). Therefore, X = Q- ‘f(A) Q = f(A). Thus, the
nk polynomial solutions are the only solutions of X” = A.
Suppose A is not nonderogatory. Then the Jordan canonical form similar
to A must contain one of the forms in Lemma 2, yielding infinitely many
solutions.
After the proof of Theorem 2, the result is not too surprising, considering
the commutivity arguments and a theorem due to Frobenius: every matrix
which commutes with A is a polynomial in A if and only if A is
nonderogatory. Of course, X commutes with A.
The assumption that the field is algebraically closed was employed in two
ways. First, it ensures that the Jordan canonical form similar to A exists,
which facilitated the proofs. Second, for any characteristic value t,, t:“’
always exists. As a consequence, X” = A has solutions for any non-singular
A. Nonetheless, neither of these two are necessary for the existence of
solutions of x” = A. As an example, consider the ring of real matrices. The
Jordan canonical form similar to [ O2  i] does not exist in this seting. But,
X2 = [‘?* i] still has solutions, i.e., X= [L1 t].  Also, the matrix [;I “,I has
only the characteristic value t, = -1, and (-1)“’ does not exist. Yet,
X2 = ];’ :I ] has infinitely many solutions, i.e., X = [?,  !,“I. On the other
hand, X2  = [; ‘y] has no solution.
Several questions present themselves. For matrices over an arbitrary field,
what is the nature of X” = A? What are the consequences of restricting X
and A to have unit determinants? What are the implications of requiring X
and A to be Markov transition matrices (non-negative entries with row sums
of one)? That is to say, given a Markov transition matrix, is it an n-step
transition matrix? The reader has undoubtedly thought of many other
questions. Answers to these should prove to be very interesting.
’ Theorem 8, p.  559 of 131,  is stated for functions which are analytic in some neighborhood
of the spectrum of A. However, the result is valid whenever the required derivatives exist. In
our case, f(t) =  t”” and f’(0) need not exist, since f* is not a factor of the minimal
polynomial.
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